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30. (of the family Kirk, when necessary to distinguish my Clan).

31. THAT all parties who act against (JOHN DOE 1-10) this lien claimant on their alleged
basis must produce the Commercial Affidavits of TRUTH, sworn by the claimants to be
"true, correct, and complete (certain)," which prove the origin and foundation of their
claims and include providing the contract(s) or agreement(s) with the signature of this lien
claimant thereon wherein this lien claimant has knowingly, intentionally, and voluntarily, in
full legal and lawful capacity, agreed to waive or surrender rights to “Lien Debtors” their
Principals, or the "United Kingdom" or agreed to become subject to or the slave or property
of said entities in any way or in any jurisdiction whatsoever.
32. In order for a crime to exist, four elements must exist; there must be a defined crime,
there must be a victim, and that the victim must have been damaged, and the intent must
be established on the part of the accused. Without proof of all four elements, no crime can
said to have been committed. In this Affidavit, crimes are defined – namely the unlawful
ejection and the lack of Duty of Care, the lien claimant is the victim, this Affidavit of
obligation commercial lien verifies the damages, and the intent is established at the end of
the thirty (30) day grace period, if the Lien Debtors fail to rebut (respond to) the/any
wrongs they have been a party to as noted herein.
33. All Parties who proceed to act or assist in said actions, against this lien claimant,
©Steven: of the family Kirk, without thorough, verifiable, point-by-point rebuttal of each
and every point set forth in this Affidavit shall be immediately charged with criminal fraud,
theft, conspiracy of extortion, theft and fraud, and commercial liens shall be placed against
all their real and personal properties (defined crimes: criminal conspiracy, robbery,
misprision of felony, conspiracy against the rights of peoples, extortion, fraud and false
statements, and other such crimes as are related to issues of RACKETEERING plus such
Constitutional violations not listed combined and described simply as TREASON); and
34. All court costs and legal fees relating to this instant case shall be paid by those who
have drawn the Undersigned Lien Claimant ©Steven: of the family Kirk into this instant
matter.
35. THAT failure to respond as herein required to this claimant, within the herein a
prescribed time of thirty (30) days will be deemed by this claimant to invoke the doctrine of
acquiescence and admission, to recover, in commerce, for damages, penalties, interest and
costs.
36. THAT this Affidavit of Obligation Commercial lien, Notice and Warning of Commercial
Grace, is the ONE AND ONLY such Notice and Warning. If all actions are not abated within
thirty (30) days, it shall be considered a wilful disregard for this Notice and Warning, and



such shall engender the immediate filing of a Notice of Fault and a Opportunity to Cure.
Three (3) days will be given to rebut or pay up.
37. THAT the foundation of Commercial Law, being based on certain eternally just, valid,
and moral precepts, has remained unchanged for at least six (6) millennia. Said
Commercial Law forms the underpinnings of Western Civilization if not all Nations, Law, and
Commerce in the world, is NON-JUDICIAL, and is prior and superior to, the basis of, and
cannot be set aside or overruled by, the statutes of any governments, legislatures, quasi-
governmental agencies, or courts. It is therefore an inherent obligation on all Authorities,
Officials, Governments, Legislatures, Governmental or Quasi-governmental Agencies,
Courts, Judges, Attorneys, and all aspects and Agents of all Law Enforcement Agencies to
uphold said Commercial Law, without which said entities are violating the just basis of their
alleged authority and serving to disintegrate the society they allegedly exist to protect.
38. THAT I, ©Steven: of the family Kirk, the Undersigned Lien claimant, depose and certify
that I have written the foregoing
with intent and understanding of purpose, and believe the statements, allegations,
demands and contents herein to be true, correct, and complete, commercially reasonable,
and just, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
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